Meeting in Torino on the occasion of the visit to the Chapter by
ACI President Anthony E. Fiorato and Executive Vice Presidente William R. Tolley
Politecnico di Torino
Castello del Valentino, Salone d’onore
Monday, December 13, 2004, 10.00 a.m.
Registration: 9.00 – 10.00 a.m.

AGENDA

Mario Alberto Chiorino
President ACI Italy Chapter
Welcome

Anthony E. Fiorato
President ACI
ACI mission and objectives: a century of innovation

William R. Tolley
Executive Vice President ACI
Scopes and objectives of local chapters

Mario Alberto Chiorino
Report on the activities of ACI Italy Chapter in its first year

Marisa Pecce
Vice President ACI Italy Chapter
Forthcoming events

Antonio Nanni
Italian contribution to ACI New York Spring Centennial Convention

Lunch

Seminar

International associations and harmonization of standards for structural concrete in the global economy:
the role of a national ACI Chapter

Mario Alberto Chiorino
Introduction

Franco Levi
Hon. President CEB and FIP
Hon. Member ACI
Historical notes and modern perspectives on international cooperation in the field of structural concrete

Giuseppe Mancini
President fib
Worldwide harmonization of standards for structural concrete: strategies in the cooperation between fib and ACI

Anthony E. Fiorato
ACI strategies in an international perspective

Giorgetto Macchi
Hon. Member CEB
Italian representative CEN TC250
Eurocodes: objectives and results

Edoardo Cosenza
Chairman of O.C. fib 2006
Presentation of the Second fib Congress Naples 2006

Mario Alberto Chiorino
A possible cooperative role for ACI Italy Chapter
Conclusions

General assembly of ACI Italy Chapter

President report
Italian proposal for ACI Honorary Membership
Other business